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Chaos in wavelength with a feedback tunable laser diode
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Wavelength is used to induce optical nonlinearities and to generate chaos from a multielectrode wavelength
tunable laser diode. Chaotic modulation of wavelength ruled by a nonlinear differential difference equation is
demonstrated. The method offers a high flexibility, which should open the way to simple chaotic systems with
complicated nonlinear functions.@S1063-651X~98!06003-6#
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I. INTRODUCTION

There are many situations, in many disciplines, that
be described by a first order, nonlinear differential differen
equation~also termed Ikeda’s equation!, which may be ex-
pressed in the normalized form

X~ t !1
dX~ t !

dt
5bF@X~ t2tR!# ~1!

in which the functionF@X#5sin2@X(t2tR)# is a periodic
function of a variableX evaluated at a retardation timetR ,
andb is the bifurcation parameter. Such equations exhibit
array of dynamical behavior, from stable points to a bifu
cating hierarchy of stable cycles and to chaotic fluctuatio
They are well known to occur in optical or electrical bistab
systems~whose nonlinearity is theF function! with a de-
layed feedback. In this work, we begin by noting that t
chaotic regimes reported in optics concern systems in wh
the optical turbulence is characterized by a chaotic varia
of light intensity @1–5# or polarization@6#. Chaotic fluctua-
tions of wavelength were also reported, especially fr
semiconductor lasers. However, they are closely couple
chaos in intensity, which makes their handling complex@7#.
On the other hand, the experimental regimes that obey
~1! reported so far concern mainly systems with low bifu
cation parameters (b,3), yielding simple chaotic processe
while theoreticallyb.15 is needed to have a chaotic proce
with a Gaussian probability density law@8#. This feature,
combined with a high dimensional chaos, is required to
prove confidentiality in cryptography by chaos, for instan

The object of this paper is to show that waveleng
induced nonlinearities can be used advantageously to ge
ate chaos. Such nonlinearities were proposed originally
exotic demonstrations of bistability in wavelength@9#. The
recent advances in the wavelength agility of tunable mu
section laser diodes make them very attractive to implem
simple generators of chaos with very complex dynam
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Several other experimental devices have been extensi
studied for their chaotic dynamics, such as He-Ne lasers w
electro-optic feedback@10#, Q-switched and mode-locked
NO2 and CO2 lasers with intracavity absorbers@11#, pulsed
Nd-YAG lasers with modulation of the cavity loss@12#, etc.
but their chaotic dynamics is obtained in intensity or in p
larization. Most of them are more complicated than that
ported here, and do not feature a high applicability as ‘‘tu
able’’ generators of chaos in terms of systems. They
characterized by nonlinearities that are intrinsic to the la
itself, without offering a variety of possibilities in changin
the type of nonlinearity, and hence of dynamics. In contra
the method reported in the following is general and can
applied to a variety of chaos problems. Physically, it is
sentially due to the use of wavelength to generate nonline
ties, instead of intensity.

II. EXPERIMENTAL CONFIGURATION AND MODELING

Let us consider the wavelength tunable two-electro
semiconductor laser with the feedback loop, as illustrated
Fig. 1. In a two-electrode laser diode, the wavelength is fix
at a given valueL0 by adjusting a couple of bias curren
(I 0 ,I 1) on each of the electrodes, and can be tuned ele
cally aroundL0 by varying currentI 0 by i , while keepingI 1
constant. The power emitted is wavelength independent

FIG. 1. Generator of chaos in wavelength using a wavelen
tunable laser diode with a nonlinear feedback loop. The nonlinea
is induced by the birefringent plate BP set between two crosse
parallel polarizersP1 andP2 . The intensity detected by the photo
detector PD is a nonlinear function of the wavelength emitted
the laser diode.h1 is the gain of the photodetector andT the time
delay introduced in the feedback loop.
2795 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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2796 57GOEDGEBUER, LARGER, PORTE, AND DELORME
the conditions of continuous wavelength tuning i.e., witho
mode hopping, the wavelength shiftl is proportional to the
variation i of the injection current,l(t)5a i (t), where a
5dL/di is the tuning rate of the laser diode, and the emit
wavelength isL(t)5L01l(t). The feedback loop consist
of a birefringent plate~BP! whose fast and slow axes are
45° to two crossed polarizersP1 and P2 , a photodetector
~PD! with a time responset, a delay line with a retardation
time T, and a voltage-to-current converter. The latter p
vides the tuning currenti , which is superimposed to the bia
current I 0 . The plate BP induces the nonlinear functionF
between the wavelength emitted by the laser diode and
optical power detected by the photodetector, through
spectral transmission curve, which is that of a so-cal
‘‘channeled spectrum’’F(L)5sin2(pD/L), whereD is the
optical path difference~OPD! of BP. Sincel(t)!L0 , F can
be developed around the center wavelengthL0 as

F~l!5sin2S pDl

L0
2 2f0D , ~2!

with f05pD/L0 . TheF function is a sin2 function, which
exhibits oscillations spaced in wavelength by a free spec
range~FSR!'L0

2/D. The photodetector converts linearly th
detected powerF(l) in a feedback voltage with a gainh1 ,
which is then converted by a voltage-to-current converte
the feedback currenti (t) with a conversion efficiencyh2 .
The response times of the electronic devices in the feedb
loop and of the laser diode are much smaller than that,t, of
the photodetector, which behaves as a low pass filter w
derivative properties. Taking the dynamical properties of
device into consideration, the modulation of wavelengthl(t)
is shown to be ruled by the following differential differenc
equation:

l~ t !1t
d

dt
l~ t !5blsin2FpD

L0
2 l~ t2T!2f0G , ~3!

wherebl5P0ah1h2 is the bifurcation parameter~expressed
in wavelength units!, andP0 is the optical power of the lase
diode. Note that Eq.~3! can be expressed in the normaliz
form of Eq. ~1! with X(t)5pDl(t)/L0

2, b5pDbl /L0
2,

and tR5T/t. For T@t, a convenient way to analyze th
instability of the device is to neglect the differential term a
to express Eq.~3! in the form:

ln5blF@ln21#5blsin2S pD

L0
2 ln212f0D , ~4!

where ln5l(t01nT), n being an integer andt0 being a
certain initial time. The device is unstable@13# if the slope at
the intersection points of the 45° lineln5ln21 with the sin2

function of ln versus ln21 exceeds u645°u i.e., if
bludF/dlu.1, as shown in Fig. 2. Then the laser wav
length fluctuates periodically or chaotically, depending
the values ofbl , f0 , and of the number of oscillations ofF
within the tuning range of the laser diode. Increasing
number of oscillations ofF is equivalent to increasing th
nonlinearity strengthb in Eq. ~1!. Theoretical and experi
mental studies of the solutions of differential differen
equations in which the nonlinearity is a sin2 function have
t
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been extensively treated and we refer the reader, for insta
to hybrid systems described in Refs.@2–4#. However, the
experiments reported so far concern mainly systems witb
,3, that may result in a lack of generality@e.g., the dimen-
sion of chaos increases linearly withb and the chaotic solu-
tions of Eq.~1! are shown to feature a Gaussian-Markovi
character forb.15 @8##. The reason is twofold:~i! in such
systems, increasing the bifurcation parameter is implemen
electrically, increasing the gain in the feedback loop, t
sets an upper limit due to electronics,~ii ! the nonlinearity
F@X# in the previous systems is induced by Pockels effec
Bragg diffraction ~which are well known to produce sin2

transfer curves in power! with the disadvantage that the driv
ing voltagesV are also limited due to electronics. This r
sults in anF function truncated to a single oscillation and
low values ofb, yielding simple chaotic processes.

The situation is different when using the present syste
A high bifurcation parameter can be obtained optically
well as electrically. Periodic nonlinearities with a large num
ber of oscillations can be easily achieved optically with lar
OPDs. The maximum numberNm of oscillations ofF within
thel range is set by the spectral resolution of the device,
the laser linewidthdL, and is expressed asNm'DL/dL
'DmDL/L0

2. It can be very high, typically 1.53104 for a
10 MHz linewidth. The maximum bifurcation parameter th
obtained is

b'pNm'pDmDL/L0
2, with Dm'L0

2/dL. ~5!

Hereb is written in its normalized form for easy compariso
b is 53104 times higher than in previous systems but the
are experimental limitations with implementing the 25
OPD thus required. Practically,b530 seems to be a maxi
mum when using birefringent slabs with maximum achie
able OPDs,Dm;15 mm; b in the range of 102– 103 are
easily achievable with fiber Mach-Zehnder interferomet
with OPDs up toDm of several tens of cm.

To check the validity of the method, we made simulatio
of the behavior of the device. Figure 3 shows two calcula
bifurcation diagrams of the laser wavelength plotted aga
the bifurcation parameterbl , for two fixed values of the
OPD: D151.6 mm andD251.9 mm. The parameterf0 is
f05p/4 in the two cases. The bifurcation parameterbl is
varied from 0 to 1.5 nm in order to simulate waveleng
tuning within the entire spectral range of the laser dio
used, which wasDL51.5 nm. The two bifurcation diagram
are calculated from the differential difference equation~3!,

FIG. 2. Graphical representation ofln5blF@ln21# for two
valuesD1 andD2 of the optical path difference. ForD1 ~solid line!,
a single intersection pointA1 occurs with the lineln5ln21 . For
D2 ~dashed line!, three intersection pointsB1 , B2 , B3 occur.
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using parameter values compatible with those in the exp
ments discussed later. In the first case@Fig. 3~a!#, D1 is such
that a single oscillation occurs within the tuning range of
laser diode, yielding a single intersection pointA1 ~see Fig.
2!. The bifurcation diagram is similar to that discussed,
instance, in@4#. In the second case, theF function exhibits
two oscillations, yielding the intersection pointsB1 ,B2 ,B3 .
The bifurcation diagram thus obtained is given in Fig. 3~b!
and illustrates an interior crisis atbs . It is formed by two
scenarios. For a range ofbl less than the critical valuebs
51.3 nm~which also may be regarded as a switching bif
cation parameter!, the chaotic attractor lies within a ban
which suddenly widens when the bifurcation parameter
creases past the critical valuebs51.3 nm. Then the bifurca
tion diagram maps another scenario, which denotes, for
parameter values chosen, a full chaos different from the
vious one, as can be clearly seen in Fig. 3~b!. A detailed
discussion of such sudden changes of chaotic orbits is g
in @14#.

III. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION

The behavior of the system was checked experiment
using a two electrode distributed Bragg reflector laser dio
The laser diode featured a tuning rangeDL51.5 nm. One
electrode was connected to the feedback loop~current I 0!.
The value of the center wavelength could be adjusted usi
bias currentI 1 on the other electrode. The linewidth was 1
MHz. The wavelength could be tuned continuously, i.
without mode hopping, by varying currentI 0 ~while keeping
current I 1 at a fixed value! with a tuning rate a
50.2 nm/mA. The power emitted by the laser diode w
P051 mW and was checked to be wavelength independ
The response time of the photodetector available wat
59 ms, much larger than the response times of the delay
and of the laser diode which were 100 and 10 ns, resp
tively. We introduced a delayT50.5 ms by inserting an ana
log sampled delay circuit in the feedback loop. The de
circuit was a charge-coupled device memory operating w
an input signal that was sampled every 1ms, that was negli-
gibly small compared to the response time of the syst
First, the center wavelength was adjusted atL051550 nm
and the retardation plate BP was an antireflection coated
cite slab of thicknesst510 mm with an OPD ofD15une
2n0ut51.6 mm whereune2n0u50.157 is the calcite bire-
fringence at 1550 nm wavelength. The value of thef0 pa-
rameter wasp/412mp ~m is an integer!. Then the system
operated with theF function exhibiting a single oscillation
with a single intersection point. Figure 4~a! shows the bifur-

FIG. 3. Bifurcation diagrams calculated forD1 and D2 . The
axes are in nm. A sudden widening of the chaotic attractor occu
bs51.3 nm~interior crisis! in ~b!.
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cation diagram thus obtained by varying the gainh1 of the
photodetector, and hence the bifurcation parameterbl . The
bifurcation diagram was obtained by analyzing the wa
length emitted by the laser diode through a Fabry-Pe´rot in-
terferometer operating at the inflection point of an edge of
spectral transmission curve to convert linearly the modu
tion of wavelengthl into a detectable modulation of inten
sity. We observed the well-known transitions and bifurc
tions from the period-two oscillation to the period-four sta
then to the prechaotic regime~period-two chaos!, and to full
chaos.

In a second step, we used another slab with an OPD
D251.9 mm, yielding anF function with two oscillations
located within the tuning range of the laser diode~unfortu-
nately, no other birefringent slab with a larger OPD w
available at the laboratory when we made the experimen!.
The f0 parameter was kept atp/412pp ~p is an integer!.
The bifurcation diagram thus obtained is shown in Fig. 4~b!.
Two maps of chaos can be clearly seen. A sudden widen
of the chaotic attractor occurs at the critical valuebs
51.3 nm, in good accordance with the theoretical pred
tions. Finally, in order to check which part of theF function
operated for values of the bifurcation parameter before
after the interior crisis occurs, we displayed in Fig. 5, t
chaotic signal detected by the photodiode, which is prop

at

FIG. 4. Experimental bifurcation diagrams forD1 in ~a!, andD2

in ~b!. In ~b!, the interior crisis atbs51.3 nm can be clearly seen

FIG. 5. Experimental visualization of the dynamical regime
the (l,F) plane observed in the case of Fig. 4~b!. In ~a!, chaotic
regime forbl,bs ; the attractor lies at the bottom of the sin2 func-
tion, in a narrowl interval. In ~b!, chaotic regime forbl.bs ; the
unstable orbit lies within a period of the sin2 function, correspond-
ing to a widel interval.
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2798 57GOEDGEBUER, LARGER, PORTE, AND DELORME
tional to the left member of Eq.~3!, as a function of the
variablel. First, in Fig. 5~a!, the bifurcation parameter wa
set at a valuebl51.2 nm, which is slightly less than th
critical valuebs . The chaotic region lies at the vicinity o
the bottom of the sin2 curve, within a narrowl interval @0.25
nm, 0.56 nm#. When increasingbl pastbs , the operating
region of theF function lies suddenly from the previou
valley to the next peak of the sin2 curve, as shown in Fig
5~b!, which was obtained forbl51.5 nm (b54). Then, the
unstable orbit lies within a much widerl interval @0.25 nm,
1.5 nm#. These evolutions are the same as the theore
predictions@similar results that are not reported here, can
obtained with a 7 cmthick calcite slab~OPD511 mm and
N57!, yielding b522#.

IV. CONCLUSION

In summary, we have reported a system in wh
wavelength-induced nonlinearities are used to generate
otic fluctuations of the wavelength of a tunable laser dio
The advantage of the device is its high simplicity, flexibilit
and applicability as a generator of chaos in which the par
eters governing the nonlinearity can be controlled accura
through wavelength. The fact that the nonlinearity is extr
sic to the laser chip is another advantage. It is expected
a wide range of dynamical properties can be obtained, as
be discussed in a longer paper, along with consideration
the Lyapunov exponents and the entropy of chaos. Tho
the description was limited in these first experiments
routes to chaos produced by sin2 functions, we emphasize
that a variety of nonlinear functions can be used with s
n.
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able spectral filters in the feedback loop. This is differe
from other experimental configurations reported up to
present@1–7,10–12#, which are based on intensity or pola
ization. Physically it is essentially due to the fact that wav
length can be handled and controlled with experimental c
figurations much simpler than those based on power. T
should open the way to systems with complicated nonlin
functions. Moreover, the latter could be synthetized a
changed in real time, using electrically tunable spectral filt
such as low-voltage integrated electro-optic Solc or Lyot
ters @15#. This should allow the realization of ‘‘tunable’
generators of chaos featuring a number of different comp
dynamics that could be tuned easily. It should also be m
tioned that the dimension of chaos can be very high.

An estimate of the dimension of the chaotic attractor
given by the relationship 0.4bT/t, which applies to
delayed-feedback nonlinear systems@8,16#, which are known
to be very simple devices producing hyperchaos, i.e., v
high dimensional chaos. For the device reported here~with
the 7 cm thick calcite plate! this yields a dimension of 5
3102, which corresponds to approximately 250 zero a
positive Lyapunov exponents. Straightforward applicatio
deal with increasing confidentiality in signal encryption f
secure communications using high dimensional chaos.
also speculate that chaos in wavelength as defined in
paper might be extended to all optical devices.
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